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PerkinElmer’s Force Multiplier Pilot Program 
 

 

 

 

This document is intended to provide the first-time user with the needed 
information to conduct a Virtual Product Lab session using Connectivity’s 
Advanced Communications Platform, referred to as Force Multiplier.  

The Force Multiplier allows PerkinElmer Product Specialists and support personnel 
to conduct product demonstrations with customers in real time without the need 
for customer travel. 
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The PerkinElmer Force Multiplier Mobile Cart System 
 

The Mobile Cart system that has been installed in the various 
Technical Center locations is a self-contained communications tool 
that allows for high-definition video communication of 
PerkinElmer equipment demonstrations and virtual support.  
These demonstrations have been called a Virtual Product Lab. 

The Mobile Cart unit includes a large display screen, Mac mini 
computer with wireless keyboard and mouse, full-duplex 
speakerphone, full-motion conference camera, and an 
uninterruptable power supply (UPS).  This unit can be positioned in 
front of any equipment being demonstrated. 

Additionally, most sites have installed one or more separate ceiling-
mounted cameras to provide highly-detailed supporting images.  
These can be placed where they will provide greatest coverage of the 
demonstration environment.  Multiple cameras may be installed based on the specific needs of 
the demonstration facility. 

In total, the system allows you to demonstrate full-motion video of your interactions with 
various equipment, include high-resolution detail views, and directly demonstrate the software 
that controls your equipment.  In some cases, the Force Multiplier is directly integrated with 
the equipment being demonstrated.  For example, the torch camera of a NexION 8300 can be 
seen directly by Virtual Product Lab users. 
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Hosting a Successful Virtual Product Lab Session 

There are a few steps required to host a successful Virtual Product Lab session.   

• Schedule a time and invite your customer and other PerkinElmer participants.  Send 
them the link for your specific Virtual Product Lab, found at 
https://getconnectivity.com/perkinelmer. 

• Plan for your use of the Ceiling-Mounted Detail Camera.  Create any preset camera 
shots relative to the equipment you are demonstrating in advance so that you can 
access these seamlessly during your customer session.  (If your specific instrument has 
been used in the Virtual Product Lab before this may already be done, but should be 
verified.) 

• Ensure that the computer used to control the instrument you wish to demonstrate has 
network connectivity and has the software installed to participate in the Virtual Product 
Lab.  This will allow you to include your software configuration and results directly into 
the Virtual Product Lab.  (Again, if your specific instrument has been used in the VPL 
before this may already be done, but should be verified.) 

• Join the Force Multiplier Mobile Cart and any instrument control PCs into the Virtual 
Product Lab a few minutes before you expect the customer to ensure that everything is 
ready to go. 

 

*Note: The tools to complete these functions are discussed in detail in subsequent sections of 
this guide. 

 

A couple of other notes: 

• Anytime you join multiple devices located in the same room to the same Virtual Product 
Lab you will create an audio feedback loop.  To prevent this feedback mute both the 
microphone and speaker on the demonstration instrument control PCs and any other 
secondary devices by using their on-screen controls.  (Some instrument control PCs do 
not have a microphone or speakers, so this may be taken care of for you.) 

• Using either the Ceiling Mounted Camera or the Mobile Cart camera to take pictures of 
computer screens does not provide optimal quality to your customers.  You will have 
much better results by joining those computers directly into the Virtual Product Lab and 
sharing the information directly. 

• When visually sharing content you will be able to direct your customer’s attention to 
your desired focal point by sharing individual windows instead of the entire screen.  This 
will allow for greater detail and less visual “noise” in the shared information.  Some 

https://getconnectivity.com/perkinelmer
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PerkinElmer software does open multiple windows during use, so you will either need to 
share the full screen or change the window being shared as you go. 

• You may appreciate using an additional laptop or tablet device to monitor the Virtual 
Product Lab during the demonstration.  By including this additional device and muting 
its camera, microphone, and speakers you will have an independent monitor that is 
consistent with the customer’s view. 
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Inviting Other Participants 

Your customers and other PerkinElmer employees can attend your Virtual Product Lab sessions 
simply by clicking on a single link.  All you need to do is send an email or calendar invitation to 
your participants with the link and some other helpful information.   

This information is all found on the web 
at 
https://getconnectivity.com/perkinelmer, 
shown at right.  Since this site has 
GetConnectivity branding, not 
PerkinElmer branding, it is intended 
primarily for your internal use, not for 
sharing with outside customers. 

A variety of tools and information are 
also available on this webpage, including: 

• Access to an automated software 
installation and testing site. 

•  First-Time Users of the Virtual Product Labs can click here for installation assistance 
and a system test. 

• Details on how and when to 
join each individual Virtual 
Product Lab.   

o Select the appropriate location from the drop down list by clicking directly on 
this information, copy-and-paste it into an email for an outside customer, or click 
on a the link to create this email for you.   

o When you use the Click Here to Email this information button it will open an 
email in your Outlook or other email client. Email will include the specific details 
of the scheduled Virtual Product Lab and information about the first-time 
installation and test instructions.  You must address the email yourself and can 
edit the email as you see fit prior to sending it. 

• Links to get Technical Support and to Download the full installation version of our 
software.  This software can be installed on computers used for controlling instruments 
being demonstrated. 

  

https://getconnectivity.com/perkinelmer
http://getconnectivity.com/test
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Turning On the Equipment 

Power on the equipment. 

• The Television power switch is located on the rear of the TV 
behind the lower left corner facing the front.   

o The power button will also cycle through the input  
sources.  Ensure that HDMI-1 is selected. 
 

o There is also a remote control for the TV with separate 
Power and Input buttons. 

 

• The Mac mini computer may already be running and simply need to be woken up.  Try 
pushing any button on the keyboard or moving the mouse.  If it does not respond, then 
press the Power button.  The Power button is facing upward on 
the Mac mini.  It is most easily accessed from behind the TV. 

 

• The Conference Speakerphone and Camera do not have 
separate power controls. 

Once the system is powered on it will automatically log in and start 
certain applications: 

• The Camera Control window will open automatically.   

• The VidyoDesktop login window will also open automatically.  This should be 
dismissed.  

 

A few items of note: 

• If the screen becomes locked or computer logged out, the password is "Fudd06859". 

• Use of an optional Bluetooth microphone or headset is supported.  Once paired and 
configured the first time, powering on the Bluetooth device will override the default 
speakerphone.  This can be done at any time, including after a call is in progress.  
Contact Connectivity support if you need assistance configuring a new Buletooth device 
with the Mobile Cart. 

 

 

 

 

TV Power 

Mac mini 
Power 

v 
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• The entire Mobile Cart is powered by an Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) 
system.  This UPS should normally be powered ON and be connected to AC power.  The 
intention of the UPS is to allow the cart to be moved around the room/building without 
being powered off.  Keeping the cart connected to AC power at all times will extend the 
life of the UPS.  Turning off the UPS will shut down all components.  There is a power 
switch on the front panel of the UPS. 

  

UPS Power 
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Basics of Navigating the Macintosh Operating System 

The image at right shows the screen as it will 
appear once turned on or logged in.  Other users 
may have opened or closed some of these 
windows, but they are easy to retrieve. 

The following are the key components of this 
screen. 

• Apple Menu .  This in the upper left of 
the screen and can always be used to 
access functions including Restart, 
Shutdown and System Preferences  
(Similar to Windows Control Panel.) 
 

• An icon bar is docked at the bottom of the screen containing icons for quick access to a 
variety of applications. Click once on these icons to activate them. 
 

o   Finder: Similar to Windows Explorer; use it to find documents and 
applications. 
 

o   Remote Support Start: Starts (or restarts) the software required for 
Connectivity to provide remote support. 
 
 

o   Camera Control Window: Starts the application for using the Virtual 
Product Lab. 
 

▪ The Camera Control Window is custom software that provides your 
interface to starting the Virtual Product Lab and operating the Ceiling-
Mounted Detail Camera. 

 

Camera Control Window 

The Camera Control Window is shown at right.  This 
is used to join and manage the Virtual Product Lab 
session and operate the Ceiling-Mounted Detail 
Camera. 

*Note: We will explore each of these functions later in this document. 
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Joining the Virtual Product Lab 

The Camera Control Window is shown at right.  Click the Join 
button in the window. 

You will be prompted to enter your name and press Join.  You 
may enter any name, like John or Midwest Tech Center.  This simply identifies you to other 
users. 

The primary camera and speakerphone will activate automatically. Use of a pre-configured 
Bluetooth headset or microphone will override the speakerphone. 

 

Meeting Room Controls 
The right side of the Camera Control Window operates 
various functions of the Virtual Product Lab session.  We have 
already looked at the Join button.  This is used to join the 
Virtual Product Lab session at any time. 

 

The Lock button will prevent anyone from joining the Virtual Product Lab session.  Once all of 
your participants are present in the Virtual Product Lab session you can press the Lock button 
to prevent anyone else from joining the session.  The Lock button will show a red background 
when the room is locked.  Don’t forget to unlock it when you are done! 

 
You can record Virtual Product Lab sessions and download these recordings into editable MP4 
video files.  This operation is managed using the Record, Pause, and Stop buttons.   

• Click Record to begin recording.  The Record button will turn red when recording is 
started. 

• Click Pause to pause the recording.  Click Pause again to resume recording.  The Pause 
button will turn red when recording is paused. 

• Click Stop to stop the recording. 

Click on Manage Recordings to access and 
download your recorded files. On the Manage 
Recordings screen, click My Videos in the 
upper right corner to expose Download and 
Delete ( ) buttons for each video.   

  

The Full Meeting Control button is for advanced users  
and is beyond the scope of this document. 
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Controlling the Primary Conference Camera 

The Primary Conference Camera is mounted over the TV on 
the main cart.  The cart can be positioned in front of any 
equipment of interest.  Finer control of the camera can be 
achieved with the wireless remote or the keypad of the 
speakerphone. 

Controls have been implemented to allow you to move the 
camera up/down and left/right,  

as well as zoom in  and out . 
 

If using the speakerphone, the mute button  will also mute the 
microphone and the speakerphone will light up in red rather than blue. 

 

For best results, the remote control can be aimed either at the camera itself or the 
speakerphone base. 

 

Notes on the Primary Conference Camera: 

• The camera will automatically point downward and to the left of the TV when initially 
turned on and after a period of non-use.  This is a security function of the camera to 
provide you a visual cue of the camera being in use. 

• Once the Virtual Product Lab session is activated, the camera will turn and point to the 
last-used position.   

• When the Virtual Product Lab session ends, the camera will return to the down-and-left 
facing position after a few minutes. 
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Including Instrument Control PCs or Other Devices 

Computers primarily used for control of the instruments being demonstrated can be directly 
included in the Virtual Product Lab so that the software-output showing instrument 
configuration, operation, and results can be directly included in the session.  In addition, some 
instruments, like the NexION include a camera within the instrument.  This camera can also be 
included into the demonstration. 

The first time an instrument control PC or other device is to be included in a Virtual Product 
Lab session you will need to confirm that the device has Internet Access with your local IT staff.  
Then install the appropriate software on the device.   

• Fixed computers for instrument control should have the fully installed version of 
VidyoDesktop installed.  This can be found by going to 
https://getconnectivity.com/perkinelmer Near the bottom of that page is a link to the 
full-installation version of the client.  

• Tablets or smartphones will automatically refer you to the appropriate installation in 
your App Store.  Again, refer to https://getconnectivity.com/perkinelmer and click on 
the link regarding Installation and Test for First-Time Users for additional details. 

Once the software is installed you can refer to https://getconnectivity.com/perkinelmer each 
time you need to join the Virtual Product Lab.  Select your location and click where you see Join 
the Virtual Product Lab.   

 

Once you click the link you will be asked to enter a name to identify yourself 
to other participants in the room.  When using a fixed instrument control PC, 
it may be best to use the Instrument Name, as you will be sharing the 
instrument screens.   

You will also want to disable any cameras, microphones and speakers on 
your instrument control PC.  Click the camera, microphone and speaker icons 
on the Welcome screen shown.  When they light up in red they will be muted 
automatically upon joining.   

Click Connect once you have entered your name and set the mute controls as you desire. 

To share content from the instrument control PC, click the Start Sharing ( )button in the fly-
over menu within the video conference. You will see a list of windows, as well as the complete 
screen.  Select the content you wish to share.  Once you are sharing, there will also be an 
option to Stop Sharing in the pop-up window. 

Refer to the section on Operating the VidyoDesktop Client for additional information on 
screen/window sharing and use of the mute controls during a call. 

 

https://getconnectivity.com/perkinelmer
https://getconnectivity.com/perkinelmer
https://getconnectivity.com/perkinelmer
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Tips regarding Instrument Control PCs: 

• Anytime you join multiple devices located in the same room to the same Virtual Product 
Lab you will create an audio feedback loop.  Mute both the microphone and speaker on 
instrument control PCs or other secondary devices using the on-screen controls to 
prevent this feedback.  (Some instrument control PCs do not have a microphone or 
speakers, so this may be taken care of for you.) 

• If your instrument control PC includes a camera internal to the instrument, like the torch 
camera on a NexION, this will be available for use within the session.  You can mute and 
unmute that camera by clicking on the camera icon shown during the live call. 

• When sharing content you will be able to direct your customer’s attention by sharing 
individual windows instead of the entire screen.  This will allow for greater detail and 
less visual “noise” in the shared information. 
  

o Avoid using windows with excessive whitespace.  
  

o Some of the PerkinElmer instrument software packages open many windows.  In 
this case if you shared a specific window, that window will continue to be 
displayed even if additional windows are opened.  If you click SHARING again you 
will see the additional windows available to share.  (This is one case where 
sharing the entire screen may be appropriate.) 

 
o Only one shared document can be viewed at any time.  Viewers will 

automatically see the most recently shared document. 
 

▪ For example, if you are already sharing the Ceiling-Mounted Detail 
Camera and then start sharing the instrument software the Virtual 
Product Lab participants will see the instrument control software.  If you 
then subsequently un-share the instrument control software the view will 
revert to the still-shared Ceiling-Mounted Detail Camera. 
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Controlling the Ceiling-Mounted Detail Camera 

The Ceiling-Mounted Detail Camera is controlled exclusively 
within the left two-thirds of the Camera Control Window.  It 
offers a choice of your available cameras, opens a local view of 
the camera, provides full pan/tilt/zoom control, and allows you to create preset views that can 
be recalled as needed. 

In the far upper-left there is a drop-down box marked Choose Camera.  Select the desired 
option of the Ceiling-Mounted Detail Camera that you wish to use.  Note: Some locations only 
have a single camera.  This option will not be present in the controls and must be selected. 

In the upper-middle there is a second drop-down box marked Open Display Window.  This 
window includes a choice of different resolutions and frame rates.  In most cases select 
800x450 @ 10fps.  This selection will open the camera view on your local computer only. 

 

The lower-left box has joystick-style controls for controlling the pan and tilt of 
the camera.  The inner ring of buttons makes small steps in the direction 
selected (up, down, right, and left).  The outer ring of buttons will make larger 
steps in the selected direction.  Additionally, the pan and tilt movements are 
sensitive to your current zoom level.  Specifically, if you are zoomed in tightly, the movements 
will be very small.  If you are zoomed out very widely you will make larger movements for each 
press of the controls.   

The zoom level is controlled in the center section.  There are 
three buttons for managing each zoom direction: small step, 
larger step, and “all the way.”  Additionally, there is a drop-
down control that lets you select various points in the zoom range specifically. 

Note: 

• If you need to make very small changes in pan or tilt you may need to zoom in even 
tighter than desired, adjust the picture, and then zoom out again. 

 
Presets allow you to memorize a particular shot  
(pan, tilt, and zoom level.)   

• To create a preset, use the pan/tilt/zoom controls to setup your desired view.  Then 
press the  button.  You will be prompted to name the preset.  This name will then 
appear in the preset list.  Names are case sensitive.  Using a name that already exists will 
overwrite the existing preset. 

• To use an existing preset, select that preset from the dropdown list.  The camera will 
immediately move to the desired position. 

• To delete a stored preset you must first select it from the list.  Then press the  button.  
You will be asked to confirm your intent to delete the preset. 
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To visually share the picture from the Ceiling-Mounted Detail Camera you will need to share 
this view into the Virtual Product Lab session.  Using the mouse, click anywhere over the actual 
video conference (already in progress) and click the Share button.  Then select the appropriate 
window from the list.  It will be labeled <Browser> - Camera Display.   

See the section on Operating VidyoDesktop for additional information.  
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Operating the VidyoDesktop Client   

Once you are actively signed in to the 
Virtual Product Lab some of the 
controls are within the VidyoDesktop 
application.  It displays any shared 
content, all camera images, offers a list 
of participants and a group chat 
function.  There is also a fly-over menu 
that will appear along the bottom of 
the window when the mouse is clicked 
in that area.  It is shown in the picture 
at right. 

 

Each of the controls shown is detailed below: 
 

• Click  to show or hide the Participants List.   
 

• Click  to show or hide the Group Chat window.   
 

• Click  to toggle between screen layout types.  You can choose to have all participants 
shown the same size or to have the current speaker or shared content shown larger 
than the other windows. 

o Click the  above this icon to set the maximum number of parties in your view. 
 

• Click  to start or stop sharing of your screen, a software program, or the Ceiling-
Mounted Detail Camera.  Clicking the button will open a pop-up list of all available 
windows on your computer that are available for sharing.  Choose the window you wish 
to share. 
 

• Click  to select your local view of multiple documents being shared. 
 

• Click  to toggle your local view of yourself.  It can be turned on and off, and in some 
cases made to be large or small.   

o This only manages your view of yourself.  It does not change what other session 
participants see. 
 
 
 

• Click  to toggle your camera view to other conference users.  When this icon is red 
your picture is not sent into the Virtual Product Lab session. 
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o You may still have your Self-View active even when you are not sending your 
picture to other users in the Virtual Product Lab. 
 

• Click  to toggle your local microphone.  When this icon is red your microphone is 
muted and other users in the Virtual Product Lab will not hear you. 
 

• Click  to toggle your local speakers.  When this icon is red you will not hear anything 
that happens in the Virtual Product Lab. 

 

• Click  to access advanced device settings. 
 

• Click  to leave the Virtual Product Lab session.  This does not impact other users of 
the Virtual Product Lab session. 

 
Participants joining the Virtual Product Lab session may have a different layout of the  
in-session controls based on the device and browser that they use.  The same controls are 
available, just in different positions on the screen. 
 

Participants who use either Firefox or Chrome on a PC/Mac will not be required to download 
any software.   
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Technical Details and Troubleshooting 

Network connectivity is required for the Force Multiplier to operate.  The Mobile Cart supports 
both wireless (Wi-Fi) connection or a wired Ethernet connection.  A wired connection will 
automatically take priority over the wireless connection. 
 

• Each Mobile Cart was initially attached to the PKI_MOBILE wireless network, where 
available.  Some sites have chosen to use dedicated credentials for the Mobile Cart, 
other sites have designated a handful of local employees to have this authority on their 
personal network credentials.  Access to the PKI_MOBILE network is configured by PKI IT 
Support, not Connectivity.  
 

• In most cases a higher quality experience can be achieved with a wired network 
connection.  If connected, the wired network connection will take priority over the 
wireless. 
 

• Network connectivity is provided by PerkinElmer.  Contact Local IT support for specific 
network concerns. 

 
 
The Mobile Cart includes an Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS). This in intended to be 
plugged in at all times.  It is provided as a convenience so that the Mobile Cart can be moved 
around the facility without being powered off.   
 

• The UPS will provide approximately 45 minutes of power to this equipment when the 
UPS is new. 
   

• Make sure that the UPS is connected to AC power while doing live customer 
demonstrations. This will prevent situations where the UPS battery is exhausted in the 
middle of a customer demonstration. 

 
 

Users of PerkinElmer-issued Lenovo Laptops may observe a gray camera icon 
(see right) when joining a Virtual Product Lab for the first time as their self-
view.  This is also the image sent to other users.  This is due to a security 
setting built-in to the Lenovo version of Windows loaded on these 
machines.  To change this, open the Windows Control Panel and find the "Lenovo Web 
Conferencing" applet.  You will need to enable web conferencing to be able to use your laptop 
camera in this manner. 
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The Power button on the rear of the TV will also change the input source.  Press repeatedly to 
change the Input.  Hold down the same button to power the TV off.  Input HDMI-1 should be 
selected to see the input from the Mac mini/Virtual Product Lab. 

 
The Mac mini keyboard and mouse are connected via Bluetooth.   

• Bluetooth cannot be disabled on the Mac mini.  

• The keyboard and mouse both have replaceable or rechargeable batteries. 
 
Replacing Batteries: 

o Keyboard batteries are accessed through the end of the keyboard along the back 
"foot" of the keyboard.   

o Mouse batteries are accessed from the underside. 

Recharging Batteries: 
o Keyboard charging port is located on the back of the device in the center.   
o Mouse charging port is located on the underside of the device, beneath the text 

and markings. 
o Connect the provide USB cable to the charging port, then connect the other end 

of the cable to the Mac. 
o For the fastest battery charging performance, switch the device to on when 

connecting the charging cable. 
o The keyboard can be used while charging. The mouse is unavailable for use while 

charging; please keep an eye on battery level to prevent losing mouse usability 
during a session. 
 

Whenever two devices access the same Virtual Product Lab session and are physically located 
in the same room they can create an audio feedback loop between the two devices.  Only one 
device accessing the Virtual Product Lab session should have active speakers AND 
microphone.  All other devices in the same physical room accessing the Virtual Product Lab 
session should have both the Microphone and Speakers muted using the mute buttons on the 
conference session.  (If they are physically turned off, temporarily disconnected, or are 
completely uninstalled on the PC, this will also solve the potential for audio feedback.)  

 

Participants using Android or Apple iOS tablets or phones will be required to download the 
VidyoMobile App from their appropriate app store.  This is a free download.  Participants will be 
directed to this App download automatically. Once downloaded they can click the Meeting Join 
link a second time if necessary. 

 

Connectivity can assist remotely with operations and troubleshooting of the Mobile Cart.  You 
may be asked by a Connectivity Technical Support Specialist to activate the "Remote Support 
Start" in the docked icon bar in the lower middle of the screen. 


